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Gregory-Aland Lect. 1516 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 769) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: l 1516 
Contents: l+a Lit 
Date:  (No exact date) 
Material: Paper 
Leaves: 175 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 14 
Dimensions: 14 H x 10 W  
Shelf Number: 769 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, line count, different scribes not noted, 
leaf count 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: l1516 
Contents: l+a Lit† 
Date: XV (No exact date) 
Material: paper  
Leaves: 177 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 14–15 
Dimensions: 10.3–11.0 W x 14.2–14.4 H x 4.5–4.6 D 
Shelf Number: 769 
 
Images: 
Text (354) + Additional matters (2) + Spine & Color Chart (7) + UV (12) = 375 total 
images 

Foliation corrections: foliated. 
67 = [–]; reinforcement strip with text 
68 = [67] 
112 = [–]; reinforcement strip with text; end of a book as evident by the στιχοι 
113 = [111] 
178 = [–]; reinforcement strip with text 
 

 
Quires: 
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1.1–8, 2.9–16, 3.17–24, 4[α].25–32, 5[β].33–40, 6[γ].41–47 [short quire], 
7[δ].48–55, 8[ε].56–63, 9.64–72 [reinf. Strip included in count, normal quire 
size], 10[ζ].73–79 [SQ], 11[η].80–88 [LQ], 12.88–95, 13.96–98 [?], 14[ι].99–106, 
15[ια].107–115 [reinf. Strip incl., normal quire], 16.116–121, 17[ια1].122–126 
[SQ?], 18[ιγ].127–133 [SQ], 19[ιδ].134–142 [LQ], 20.143–149 [SQ?], — 
 

Additional matters: 2 images 
Front cover: 0 additional leaves + cover b = 1 image2 
Back cover: 0 additional leaves + cover a = 1 image 
 

Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 3a) 
 
Text: 177 leaves (354 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): 34ab, 35a, 51b–54b (a&b), 71ab 
 

Specific Details:3  
Embossed leather covering wood boards; one male clasp still intact (front cover).  
 
Inside front cover: lection from John 
At least four different scribes 
 
63b: blank 
67ab [–]: reinforcement strip from another MS; 78a [‘77a’], 88b [‘87b’], 89b [‘88b’], 90a 

[‘89a’], 98a [‘97a’], 102a [‘101a’], 103a [‘102a’], 105b [‘104b’]—from diff. MS, 
112ab [after ‘110’], 116b, 125a [‘123a’], 127b [‘125b’], 129b–130a [‘127b–128a’], 
131a [‘129a’], 132a [‘130a’], 134a [‘132a’]—from diff. MS, 135b [‘133b’], 136b 
[‘134b’], 137b–138a [‘135b–136a’], 139a [‘137a’], 140a [‘138a’], 142a [‘140a’], also 
have text from same. 
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1 Not sure why quire 17 is numbered the same as quire 15. 
2 The inside front cover is numbered ‘1’ on the MS and is a lection from John. It counts as 0b. 
3 Leaf numbers: actual is listed first, then =, then the written number on the MS in single quotes. 

Thus: 214a = ‘212a.’ Even though the quotation marks are used, there is no ‘a’ on the written page. For a 
MS that is paginated, the actual leaf number is listed first, followed by =, followed by the page number in 
quotes. Thus: 214a = ‘423.’ 


